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medical preparations mentioned in the native Sri Lankan medicine for the dressing of chronic wounds. 5th World Congress of Ayurveda, Bhopal, India 7. Pereira B.B.R., Pereira B.S.R. (2014). A study on the different formulas of Narayana Thaila used in Ayurvedic and the Indeginous System of Medicine in Sri Lanka 1 International Symposium on The
International Symposium on Traditional Medicine, Kandi, Sri Lanka 8. Pérez K.P.B., Pereira P.S.R. (2014). The influence of Rasnadi Gogolo and Belfadi Thayla in the management of Badhiria - a preliminary study. The International Symposium on Ayurveda in Public Health with 2World Ayurvedic Festival, India You Read Free Preview Pages 10 to 16 do not
appear in this preview. You read the free preview pages of 23 to 25 that do not appear in this preview. You read the free preview pages 32 to 69 that do not appear in this preview. You read the free preview pages of 76 to 86 that do not appear in this preview. You read the free preview pages of 91 to 105 that do not appear in this preview. You read the free
preview pages 112 to 114 not shown in this preview. You read the free preview pages 118 to 126 not shown in this preview. You read the free preview pages of 6 to 12 that do not appear in this preview. MBA infrastructure [29] 1. Contents 1- Emissions 1 Second Introduction 2- GENERALNOTES IV 3. Pricing preamble IX 4. Specifications 31 5. Preliminary
sample Bill XLIV 6. B.S.R. 1 to 89 7. Prices of basic items price list P1TO P29 2. The second introduction construction schedule was prepared from the rates, (abbreviated as B.S.R.) based on generally adopted labor standards for building works with eight-hour work These rates include a higher profit margin than the head and 22%. The purpose of these
prices is to be adopted in the pricing of an engineering estimate for construction, maintenance or additions and improvements to the building. The description of the clause of B.S.R. has been formulated with the aim of including them directly in the quantity bill which in turn will be used as a tender document to measure the type of contract payment along with
specifications, graphics etc. The committee sought to establish a new government that would allow the government to take a decision on the issue. For any clarifications or suggestions feel free to contact the Director of Engineering of the Western District Council on phone/fax 2675438 or email please note that each B.O.Q. must consist of the following
documents a) general notes b) pricing b) and B.O.Q. Please refer to section 1 of the general notes to define b.O.Q. data relating to commercial materials B.S.R. 01. The approved rates for the following commercial items listed in the following table are for single buildings (ground floor only). Therefore, allowances for up-and-over rates for work on the upper
floors have to be provided. The percentages shown in the table below should be added to obtain the rates applied on the upper floors. 02. The following conversion factors should be applied to prices when it is necessary to convert from imperial units to metric. Trade item unit first floor second floor second floor Formwork (s) 1% 2% 3% plastering (Sqrs) 5%
10% 15% tiling floor (Sqrs) 2% 4% 4% 4% 6% wall tiling (Sqrs) 2% 2% 4% 4% 6% Calicott tile roof (Sqrs) 3% 6% 9% asbestos roof (Sqrs) 3% 5% 7% Roof Works (Sqrs) 3% 5% 7% Paint (Sqrs) 3% 6% 9% +9% Provide (Sqrs) 4% 7% 10% Working Block (Sqrs) 3% 5% 7% 7% 3. III Imperial conversion into a metric factor (1foot x 0.3048 = meter) to convert the
rate per rate per multiply the current rate by cube M3 0.353 square m2 0.108 square feet M2 10.764 L.ft. M. 3.281 03. Iron and steel measurement systems measure standard wires. Birmingham Wire Measuring Figure SWG BWG inch 20 0.914 0.036 0.996 0.0392 18 1.219 0.048 1.257 0.0495 16 1.626 0.064 1.588 0.0625 004. Units to convert liters into
gallons multiplied from 0.2205 miles to a kilometer hit 1.6090 kilos to pounds multiplied from 2.2050 05. Steel Dia mm dia inch normal weight kg per meter 25 1 3.854 20 3/4 2.466 16 5/8 1.579 12 1/2 0.888 10 3/8 0.617 6 1/4 0.222 4. IV General Notes 1) Refers to preamble notes that include general notes, preamble pricing and B.O.Q. Combined here in the
name of quantity invoices, together form the quantity invoices referred to in the terms of the contract. Specifications and graphics must be read in conjunction with the quantity invoice. 2) Quantity invoices have generally been prepared in accordance with the principles set out in the method of measuring construction work (first review) SLS 573:1999 published
by the Standards Corporation of Sri Lanka and include rates for all that is necessary to complete each work item in accordance with specifications and drawings. The relevant provision of these preamble notes applies equally to the work that the bidder subsequently orders to carry out, either under provisional amount or change orders, unless specifically
diversified. 3) The works will be measured as carried out for payment in accordance with the method adopted in the quantities bill and under the item as shown in them. Net measurement or weight of final work will always be taken in place, except where otherwise stated or where separate items are provided, no allowance will be made for cutting, waste,
rolls, circular works, etc., and any discounts will be made for the number of cracks, jog holes, rounding arises or shrinkage for iron muzzle and the like. Payment is made only for those materials, which are identified and permanently installed in the works with the approval of the engineer. The construction materials provided by the bidder, which become
surplus to the requirements of the works, become the property of the bidder who pays the employer any funds paid to the bidder for supply and delivery to the site of the surplus items. 4) Unit prices and supplies in Sri Lankan rupees are given to a maximum of two important decimal houses. 5) Inspection of the site requires bidders to visit the site to identify all
existing circumstances, and with the nature and extension of the work to be done under the contract will not allow additions to the payment of the lack of information due to negligence on their part. 5. V therefore exhibitors are advised to inspect the site and identify themselves regarding the following in addition to any other information that may be required. 1-
The extent and nature of the work to be done 2. Site Conditions 3. Storage facilities etc. 4. 10. Transport facilities - There can be no transfer of 5- weather conditions in Mahalla 6. Limit working time 7. Transport, handling, etc., including security clearances. 6) The contract type must be a measure and pay the fixed contract 7) the quality of the materials and
general standards of works must be all the materials used in the work are the best quality of each of them as specified in B.O.Q. or certain specifications or in general specifications (i.e. specifications included in the bid document) and must get the same quality from manufacturers' agents or suppliers certified by the engineer and must strictly comply with the
test set out here or in the Specifications (both public or private). When these specifications or tests are not placed in the specifications mentioned, the materials and works must comply with the latest number of relevant British standards or other standards approved by the engineer. (b) Trade names, trademarks and/or catalog numbers are indicated; this is
done in order to establish a standard, quality, or other reference reference and sole preference for any unintentional manufacturer. Similar items can be used, provided they are equivalent provided that the characteristics of the type, quality, appearance, finish, method of construction and/or performance have been proven by the bidder to be at least
specified, provided that the approval is obtained first from the engineer. If the bidder wishes to use materials, components, etc. obtained from manufacturers not mentioned in these specifications or on the lists of certified manufacturers, he must prove to the satisfaction of the engineer that the products he proposes to replace are equal in quality and
appearance to those mentioned or described in the specifications, and that the manufacturer is a reputable company for a long time, producing high quality products. Unless otherwise stated, the cost of the tests required under these relevant British specifications or standards or other approved criteria is considered to include the amount and rates of the
contract. Test certificates covering all required materials and supplies for work are submitted to the engineer for approval. 6. Sixthly do not use any materials in the works unless they have been approved by the engineer. The engineer's approval of the materials inspected or the engineer's acceptance of test certificates instead of inspection must invalidate
the engineer's right to refuse after delivery to the site or establishment in the works, i.e. materials that are found to be inappropriate or inappropriate according to these specifications. Before requesting materials from any description, the contractor must submit, for the engineer's approval the names of the proposed manufacturers or suppliers, and then send
to the engineer duplicates of the requests made by the contractor for the said materials. 8) Units and extension invoice quantities all sizes and quantities have been entered into the quantities invoices in metric units / imperial units. The numbers containing decimals, including amounts of money in the British tradition, are written with a complete pause in the
decimal position and breaks between each consecutive set of three digits to the left of the decimal position. 9) Rates and amounts that must be for full action despite any limits that may be implied by the formulation of individual items and/or explanation in this preamble is to be clearly understood by the bidder that the prices and amounts that enter into the
quantity bills must be for expired works In all respects, it is considered that all requirements and obligations, where express or implied, covered by all parts of the contract, have been fully taken into account and that they have paid prices accordingly. The refore, rates and amounts for all incidental and flyexpenses and risks of each type must be included
necessary for construction. Rates and/or amounts for various items are calculated in invoices for all costs involved in the following, among them, which are referred to and/or specified herein except in cases where a separate submission is made. 1. All site investigations, which may be necessary; All setup and survey work; 3. Temporary fence, watch,
lighting; 4. Payment of fees and notice to the authorities; 5. Payment of all patent and royalties rights; 6. Re-site; 7. Safety precautions and all measures aimed at preventing and suppressing fires and other hazards; 8. Interference with the work of persons, vehicles and the like who may use existing facilities; 9. works on the protection and safety of adjacent
structures; and 10. Supply, maintenance and removal on completion contractor private residence, offices, shops, workshops, transportation and 7 social welfare services. VII and all charges are in contact with it; Work in dry unless otherwise permitted by specifications; The government's decision to suspend the construction of the building was not a sign of
the need for the construction of the building. Other requirements relating to such facilities and equipment; 15. 15. Recruiting, bringing, bringing, bringing, sheltering and sheltering the site and all the incidental costs and expenses involved in the provision and supervision of all necessary skilled and unskilled labour, except for those who provide a separate item
on the account list; 16. All taxes, legal fees, surcharges, etc., including stamp duty to be paid in the contract, which the bidder has to bear. 17. Incorporation fees, general fees and profits. No claim will be considered for any additional amount in relation to any work or method of execution, which may be described in the contract or is inherent to the
construction of the work and detailed on the drawings at the expense of 1. Any omission of the wording of the clauses or of an item in the preamble or 2. No mention of such work or method of implementation after the preamble had 10) rates and amounts to bear the proper relationship of the work describing the rates and amounts you entered - Against all
items contained in quantity invoices must be appropriately related to the cost of carrying out the work described in the contract; all similar costs and fees applicable to the contract as a whole are distributed at all rates in quantity invoices, while those that apply only to certain sections of the contract are only to be spread on the items indicating these sections.
However, the bidder must ascertain the nature and extent of the work to be done with reference to the drawings, specifications and terms of the contract as case. 11) The interim amounts of interim reporting items will be treated as stipulated in the terms of the contract. The temporary amounts represent the temporary amount, or PS, that has been entered
under description. 12) Temporary quantity, lump sum and 8 items. 8. Some items in the quantity invoices are allocated as temporary quantities, a lump sum or just an item in the description column. The temporary quantities may be used to indicate that the quantities required for the works covered by these items are temporary, or that the provision of the
facilities described in the item may not be required if the contract requires. All items identified in this manner will be used only under the guidance and discretion of the engineer, and if they are not used in whole or in part, the amount that has not been used will be deducted from the contract price. If these items are defined as a lump sum or an item, the bidder
shall enter a lump sum of the work if carried out, but it differs from the interim amount as specified here. No claim will be considered in respect of overhead costs or any other costs, which may allegedly result from the omission of all items covered by the terms of the interim quantity or the total amount. 13) Today the tables work for work of a secondary or
transverse nature that may not be possible to analyze a realistic rate of access to the engineer may instruct that part of the work to be carried out on the day's agenda, provided that the day work schedule is included in the contract. 14) Payment of items in the monthly payment on a basis under the terms, which are measured on a monthly basis, will not be
certified by the engineer until the facilities mentioned in the items and specifications have been provided to the satisfaction of the engineer. The payment continues until the time when the engineer will be prepared, which means that the facilities are no longer required. 15) Work protection and clearing when the bidder is finished allows, at his rates, to protect
the work done from subsequent operations, making all the damage well to complete the work, to remove all the garbage as it accumulates, leaving the site in a tidy state to the satisfaction of the engineer. 16) The unit and price of the lump sum of the quantity bill (referred to as contract rates) must only be as far as otherwise Under the contract, it is
considered to cover all obligations stipulated in the contract, and all matters or objects necessary to complete and maintain the work properly, and be fixed and binding to the bidder. 17) Unit rates when applied to the amount of work performed under the contract, and other amounts specified specifically under the terms of the contract, constitute a full reward
to the bidder under the contract. 18) The quantities shown in the invoice are temporary and cover the approximate scope of the work that the contractor is expected to be required to do. The engineer determines the actual quantities to be used for final measurement by measuring the work done by the bidder. 9. 9. 19) The abbreviations used in this invoice for
quantities indicate the following. Sqr - Sqr - Ft2 square foot - ft2 - square meter meter 3 m3 - mm - millimeters cm - two kilograms - kg h - nr clock - no. ( to indicate quantity) - No. (to indicate item number, page number etc.) B.O.Q. - Ele quantity bill. - High G.L. - Ground level G.W.T. - Groundwater Table C/ C - Center of the Center @ - All Gr - Approximate
Grade - Approximatethk. - Thick R.C.C. - Cement reinforced concrete M.S. - Light Steel T.S. - Tor Steel R - Moderate Steel Y/T - Tor Steel C.I. - Cast Iron W.I. - Wrought Iron F/ W - Formwork R/ F - West Strengthening - Monday - L.day month - Work day MM - Man of the Month Rs. - Sri Lanka Rupees Ct. - 10 cents. X Prequote pricing unless otherwise stated
in the relevant trade sections, the following pricing preamble must be from 1 to 30 inclusive of related trades. 01. Demolition rates for demolition include demolition, dismantling, removal, etc. with minimal damage to materials in the process of dismantling and temporarily supporting them, protecting existing works and adjacent property against damage, dust
and weather, stacking all serviceable materials as directed and disposing of debris from the site, including periodically spraying water to reduce the amount of dust. All items fit for service in destroyed buildings are the customer's property. Necessary approvals taken from the appropriate authority before disposing of the destroyed parts. 01.Excavations and
ground work rates for drilling and ground work include: 1) Drilling in all materials except rocks must be the rate and prices of excavations for all types of materials facing except rocks including ground conditions above or below water level. The presenter must make a duty to the possibility that permission to use explosives for bombings and other operations
will not be granted. a) For structures, the size of the material extracted is measured as a product of the horizontal area of the permanent business base to be built and the medium depth below ground level, or measured as the size to be filled by the permanent work below The level, whichever is greater, may in no way include any of the following quantities in
the measurement for payment. I. The amount outside the vertical pillars of the neat outline of the infrastructure unless otherwise shown on the graphics. The amount of drilling and/or filling of water supply pipelines, sewage pipelines and storm discharge, except for what is permitted in the construction of the pipeline as specified. The amount of any
excavations carried out prior to the taking of undisturbed natural earth measurements. 11- XI IV- The quantity of any material rehandled, except when the drawings or the engineer indicate the orientation of the drilling after the bridge is placed. V. Remove slides, cave, silt or packing due to the action of the elements or weather and/or neglect of the bidder. b)
For inappropriate materials, the volume of excavated materials is measured as a volume of material (under the permanent work rule) that will be removed by the engineer. No amount is allocated to abound or any additional means of transport required because of the bulk. Rates include, if separate items are not provided but not specifically; (a) drilling to the
correct depth and maintaining the bottoms of the excavations in a suitable condition for receiving concrete or other basic works, and no concrete will be pushed into any mattress required to fill the excavated quantities or disturbed areas to the net dimensions as indicated in the drawings. b. Any additional pits needed to shut down, workspace, temporary or
permanent packing, subsequent refilling, ramming and disposal of excess and back fills behind the structures. C. Providing storage space for temporary storage of any materials needed for rear filling cannot be stored besides drilling for any reason, along with the cost of transportation and loading including disposal of surplus, discharge and all other charges
incurred in this regard. D. Trim the bottoms of the excavations including the bottom to fall and trim to sloping surfaces when needed or indicated on the graphics. E. Take all precautions by supporting the drilling faces to ensure the safety of workers and to prevent damage to adjacent walls, the building and all other structures and services, including



permanent and/or temporary support for trenches. Save the site, trenches and all other water-free excavations from anything due to emerging. G. To remove any rub or other vegetables including all trees and get rid of the entire disinfected material to the tip provided by the contractor. H. All temporary and permanent measures necessary to protect and
support all existing pipe cables and services, including all rooms, plans and institutions, or repair or replace them in case they are damaged by the contractor's activities. i. All barriers, lighting, warning signs and any other measures necessary for Complete safety around the business area. 12- Twelfth J. Rework except for cases where separate items are
provided. 2) Drilling in rock drilling in rocks, which must, in all cases, be measured extra on a measure under 1 (a) or 1 (b) above the size of the level facing the rock. For work described under 1 (a) and 1 (b), the measurement as specified in 3) fill must be measured as the net volume above ground level from permanent earthwork to the detentions shown on
the drawings or ordered by the engineer, regardless of the source of the material. The price includes the selection of engraved or imported materials, handling, placement, compression, cost of control and material selection tests (field and laboratory). The claimant bears the costs incurred in relation to the therapeutic work ordered by the engineer as a result
of the results of the observation tests below the specified minimum. The solid ground filling rate includes 1. Fill in the seams, (no more than 1'0) well rammed and standardized. 2. The earth is free of plants, roots, rocks, easily biodegradable materials, chemicals, industrial waste, plastic etc. 3. The maximum particle size does not exceed 75 mm. The ground
must be well graded and contain silt and clay (grams) not more than 30%. 02.Clearing site remove the roots and grow from each description, remove the top soil up to a depth of 6 (150mm) and extend it up to 10'0(3 meters) behind the outer walls of the proposed structure and move away the waste material from the site where the steering. Existing trees or
other plants may not be removed or cut without instructions from the appropriate body. Protects the trees that will be retained from any kind of damage. 03.Concrete rates are to include l. all costs incurred in determining mixtures to meet specifications (including any mixtures); 13-xIII (b) supply of all materials (including any blending), storage, mixing,
transportation, laying and compression (either by hand or vibration); c. Drilling as required below previously filled levels and filling back (excluding cases where separate items are provided) (d) 1 - the work surface previously carried out as required as appropriate Needed with new concrete; Achieving specific tolerance; Direct sunlight and wave action;
Throughout the period of embodiment, concrete testing and therapeutic work ordered by the engineer as a result of the results of the observation tests below the minimum specified; A daily return of the engineer showing the quantities of cement and the size of concrete placed and integrated on site, for each category of concrete in each section of the work
and temporary works. The measurement of concrete is in cubic meters, square metre or linear meter of the completed structure. Where volumetric measurement is used, no channel discounts, breaks or discounts less than 600mm are made to play or clamps less than 300mm measured on splay or for holes or channels formed in concrete less than 1m ring.
Slices less than 300mm will be measured on splay. 04.Work rates should include form, necessary ascent, support, setting up, framing, cutting corners, striking or removing, cleaning and urinating. The work of the model is measured in the same order as the concrete elements. The work of the model is measured as measuring the nett surface between
concrete and model work. (a) The work is given a shape to columns and beams as measured measures. (b) (i). The work form of the front, column, beams, lintel, walls, and planks are of 15mm thick planks. (2). Slab thickness up to 4, the action shape of the soffit must be 3/4 slabs the minimum size thick and less than 3/4 thickness is not allowed. 14.
Fourteenth (iii). The thickness of the slab is more than 4, the work of the soffit form of 1 sizes of the panels should be minimum thick and less than 1 thickness is not allowed. (iv). The sides of the working form (columns, beams and panels) are not allowed 1 minimum thick and less than 1 thickness. (5) The shape (beam) is not allowed to be discharged 1 1/4
thickness less than 1/4 and if the wood form works, the size of the material must be identical to 5-2.1.1 and the size of the props and the time bond shall be as 5-2-4. 05.Promotion should include rates for iron and iron parts and strengthening fabric for supply, transport, storage, bending filtering, all workers at work, distributed to different parts of the business,
fixing in position, support and use of binding wires and for welding where referred to. The unit of measurement for steel enhancement is kilogram (kg) the net steel weight has been calculated with no waste allowance or rolls and the cost of these will be considered to be included in the rates. The weight of steel struts, bars and links, but including carts and
subsets, used to locate and hold reinforcements in a place not included in the quantity, will be considered the cost of these to be included in the rates. 06.Brick working rates for brick work include rough and fair pieces, plumbing corners, forming arches, raking joints, signaling, plaster etc, cutting and attaching, making good and varied elements of nature like.
07.Cement and Sand Hulu Block Action (a). Notes That applies to the sand cement hulu block work as well. (b). Hollow concrete sand blocks must be identical to SLS 855. Unless otherwise specified mortar for cement sand sand block work have cement and sand 1:5. 08.Masonry (a) Freemasonry rates must include all jogging, cramps, spikes, links, molds,
rough and fair pieces, splays formation, angles, reveals, settings, join, and determine in position, indicating including lifting no more than 20'0 above ground level, protecting and cleaning down. The prices include the construction company's work for all services and facilities. 09.Structural Steel Work (a). Rates for structural steel work include shop
manufacturing work including cutting, drilling, bolting, installation, welding, grinding, marking, delivery, UN loading, lifting, erecting and fixing in position. 15- XV (b). The rate for two coats must include oil paint matt after treatment with an anti-corrosion coating coat for all exposed faces of struts, corners, iron and canals. (c). All bolt holes to be drilled machine.
(d) Steel is usually welded to the metal area process corresponding to B.S. 5135. Other methods are subject to the approval of the authorities. (e). Unless otherwise specified, all structural steel must be of a grade 43A (and). Structural steel must conform to BS 4360. 10.Stainlesss steel type and quality all stainless steel for external applications must be type
316S16 (18% chromium / 10% nickel alloy / 2.5% molybdenum) austenitic cold stainless steel formed, rolled flat plate, paper and strip to BS 1449: Part 2: 1983, and must agree to bs 970 requirements: Part 1: 1983. For internal applications type 304S16 *18% chromium / 10% nickel alloy) can be considered as an alternative, at the discretion of the consultant.
Bars, strips 'brushed finish' and paper must be embossed finished in heavy areas for example life doors, kicking plates, elsewhere 'finished brushed'. Both finishes are conducted according to the samples provided by the consultant. When thin stainless steel measurement is used as a cladding material, the problem of nobility or oil obstructions must be
overcome by connecting the leaves to plywood, (plywood to BS 4079: 1966 for external applications), polymetrics, or by using hardened ribs of stainless steel as specified in this material, in appropriate positions, bonding to plywood is being done using 2 part epoxy adhesive resin. Each installation must be pulled or screwed from stainless steel, or if it is from
other metals to be completely insulated from stainless steel using nylon or neoprene washers, paper, etc. Stainless steel panels should be 1.25 thickness minimum when bonded to support plywood, except in the above heavy applications, where 1.5 is the minimum thickness allowed. Where no bonded to plywood support 1.5 will be minimal thickness.
Welding where stainless steel is welded, this is done using austenitic nickel chromium or other compatible electrodes for manual metals Welding for BS 2926: 1984 should take care to avoid distortion during welding, damage or discoloration of the surrounding final surfaces. All floor welds must be carefully polished as required to mix welding in the 16
surrounding metal. 16th 11.Metal Action (a). Notes in special specifications must also apply to metal work. (b). The 22 S.W.G. aluminium flash must have 12.Suspend edits and rates for suspended panels and ceiling panels and the like include to write off all cutting edges; it is also considered that most vertical heads and pieces around light fittings, grills,
diffusers or the like are also considered to be included. Prices also include any depth between the panels on which the ceiling is and the final level. Must include all linear angles, ends and the like. 13.Roof coverage and roof plumbing rates for roof covering must include rolls, cutting and waste respectively, nails, screws, screws, nail shots, straps and the like
including lifting and full fixing. Zinc shed alum: 1 zinc alum sheet identification (minimum base metal thickness o.4mm and minimum thickness of 0.47mm.) 2 zinc alum gutter (minimum thickness of base metals o.4mm and minimum thickness of 0. 47mm.) 3 zinc alum down pipe (minimum thickness of base metals o.4mm and minimum thickness of 0.47mm.)
4 zinc alum cladding (minimum base metal thickness o.4mm thick) 5 channel up, 'C' channel and purling galvanized iron 6 material : 55% zinc aluminium Al: Aloycoated Az 150, Hytinsel (grade 560) paper. Purling - Hitensile - Power Hitensile - 400 mpa (minimum) rates for plumbing ceiling must include welding, rivet, screws, screws, clips, straps, straight
cutting and waste for mold patterns or molds and all lifting and fixing complete with type 400 PVC fittings. 14.Wood Work may not apply any description to any wood unless the wood is approved by the appropriate authority. Carpentry rates for all cutting, drilling, drilling, sinking, trimming, framing, combining play edges, should include, like, fixing in full
position with nails nails, screws and priming to joints and ends, applying two coats of wood clipboard for all frame work and one coat of wood primer for unexposed edges of ceiling panels. Treatment of roof and ceiling wood (imported wood) in a certified oven. 17. XVIi must mature all coconut wood, choose, coconut swan wood. The finish of coconut wood
must be mechanically sanded and painted with one coat of sealer sand and two coats of polyurethane varnish. Structural timber for the working ceiling, palo roof frames, Wewarana (Ranei), Lian, Alubo, Bihimbia. Timber imported Palau, Kempas, Pettis Valence Board Ginisapu, Gamalo floor teak ascent, Kumbuk, Tina Timber for nager (windows doors, fan
lights etc.) mahogany, Margosa (Kohumba) frame: Palau, Tholang, Hadawaka, Mila for bush: Hallia. All timber must be seasoned to a humidity content of 12% or less and Be free of defects such as end divisions, surface cracks, falsification, wood sap etc. If imported wood is to be used, the bidder submits a certificate from the source, giving a special method
of seasoning and preservative processing along with rank classification to the engineer. A. All timber sizes referred to in the description are final sizes after planning. Note on wood sizes described over the past two years, division engineers have reported that exact imperial sizes on timber on the following categories are not readily available on the market,
unless tree trunks and sawto the exact size are purchased. The Contractors Association also provided a statement indicating that the imperial size specified in BSR was not available on imported timber varieties, and because of the scarcity of local timber, small contractors were unable to purchase logs, wood henna and sawsaws in imperial sizes. The
market survey confirmed the same thing. Accordingly, it was decided that wood with surfaces divided by common sizes as follows would be on par with the ct sizes available in the local market, where it might not be feasible to describe timber sizes, and then to ask contractors in a large section and produce them at the required size, as there was no
consolidation of timber imports. This was done to avoid a personal decision by division engineers during the project implementation phase. Accordingly, the following imperial sizes are now being replaced by the following metric sizes. 1 to be replaced by 22mm 2 to be replaced by 45mm 18. XX3 to be replaced by 70mm 4 to be replaced by 94mm 5 to be
replaced by 117mm 6 to be replaced by 140mm 7 to be replaced by 165mm 8 to be replaced by 190mm. Thus, timber will now be described as 2× 1 as 45mmx22mm 2 × 2 as 45mm x 45mm 4x 2 as 94mm x 45mm 5 x 2 as 117mm x 45mm 5 x 3 as 117mm × 70mm 4 × 3 as 94mm × 70mm 6 × 2 as 140mm × 94mm 6 × 3 as 140mm × 70mm 6 × 4 as 140mm
× 94mm 8 × 4 as 190mm × 94mm rates for the nager must include: (a). Synergy and determination in a complete position with all nails, nails, screws etc (b). Applying one layer of hot tar to surfaces come in contact with bricks or concrete. (c). Apply from one coat of wood primer to unexposed surfaces. Unless a door, window, light or other frames are
selected, 3 3 3/4 must be × 2 3/4 (final size) in the section and out of Jack, Mila or Mahogany. Sashes and against 1 thick tops (final size) must be from jack or mahogany. Valance, barge boards and ascent to the gutter of the valley must be 1 ginisapu thick. Copper screws must be used for all fittings. All the exposed faces of wood in the carpenters are to be
written the sizes below are nominal without allowance for planning, except where they are described as the final sizes. 15.Ironmongery rates for iron must include all fittings, cutting, drowning, boring, The like and complete identification including the supply of matching screws. (a) Unless otherwise stated, all copper fittings must be polished with a confirmed
finish, heavy quality type and make of the lock must be union or Yale. (b) Appropriate copper furniture for doors, windows, cabinets etc. must be of heavy type of copper-based fittings for certified samples, the hinges must have steel pins with welded ends. 19- Nineteenth (c). Parliamentary hinges, copper size A X B 2 1/2x 3 1/2, 3 1/2x 4, 4x 4 1/2, 4 1/2x 5
weight per 14 oz pair. 1lb., 2 Ozs.1lb. 5 Oz. 1 pound, 11 oz. Diameter pin 0.170, 0.170, 0.184, 0.184 (d). Pat Hinges Size X B 4 × 2 1/2, 4x 3, 5x 2 1/2, 5x 3 weight per pin 1ib. 1 Pzs., 1lb. 3)zs., 1 lb 7 os. 1 pound 12 oz. Diameter pin 0.184, 0.184, 0.184, 0.1184 (e). Casement remains a size 10 straight 10 curved 12 straight 12 curved channel type 9 oz. 10
Oz. 12 Oz. 14 Oz. 10 Oz. 11 (zs. 14 Oz. 17 Oz. (W). Screws must throw screws handles into one piece with a shoot that must be at least 3/10 dia. The distance of travel to shoot is not less than 1/4 in the case of bolts 6 and above. 16.Sanitary installations, plumbing and sanitary works are all done by a licensed health plumber according to the layout and as
specified, as directed on site. It should be noted that the positions outlined in the plans are approximate. The location should be accurately located on the site. All plumbing installations and fittings must be approved by the architect, the architect before ordering himself for installation. All pipe varieties, special dishes and fittings are suitable for sewage works
and for use with raw household sewage and installation and operation in a humid tropical climate with temperatures ranging from 200C to 400C and relative humidity of 80% (a). Unless the specified rate of the wash basin includes 22 × 15 general white chinese glass wash basins identical to SLS 229, or a prospector or equivalent approved with 1/2 dia.
Chrome plated tap column, 1 1/4 dia. rubber components, chrome plated waste chain and arches in painted iron, screwed to plastic raol stoppers buried in the wall. Water supply and wastewater connections are all full constant to work for. 20- XX (b) - Unless the specified rate of a low-level wardrobe includes China's white glass, a low-level cabinet matching
to the SLS 229, or a prospector or equivalent approved cabinet with 'P' or 'S' trap as directed and a stop seat with a lid in black plastic all fixed complete for system work. (c) Unless the otherwise specified rate of a low-level tank includes China white glass, the low-level tank is identical to SLS 229, or a prospector or approved equivalent consisting of a shell
and a cover with tight support ings to plastic propeller plugs buried in the wall. Water supply and drainage connections are all complete to the working system. (d) Unless a price is set otherwise The cabinet (21 1/2 × 15 1/2) must include China's white glass cabinet generally according to model No. 1001 as detailed in ceylon ceramic bulletin ltd or the ok
equivalent 'P' or 'S' trap as directed and foot comfort in cement 1:2:4 (3/4) provided with groove in cement and sand 1:2 full static system work. (e). Unless the otherwise specified rate for a high-level wardrobe includes a plastic tank of certified manufacturing consisting of a shell and a cover with taut supporting brackets to plastic rool stoppers buried in the
PVC wall bend the flush and all other necessary accessories with full supply and discharge connectors to work for work. (f). Unless the rate is otherwise specified for mirror above the glass basin wash mirror of super quality mirror free of wavy image effect with fiberglass frame fixed to the wall with plastic rool plugs and chrome plated copper screws. Prices for
sanitary fittings include: A. Fittings such as taps, wastewater outlets, cleaning tanks, washing valves, internal flooding, etc., supporting arches and transverse materials to identify. b. Assemble, join together, select element and combine the comprehensive tubes for the necessary accompaniments and leave completely clean undamaged and perfect system
work as when finished. C. Connecting and connecting pipes to sanitary fittings. D. Testing and installation of commissioning. E. Make good troubled work (g). The health plumbing rate should include: (1) nails, nails, pipe hooks, saddles, braces, plugs, connectors, short lengths, back nuts, nipples, all rolls, straight cutting and waste. (2) All excavations,
supported on the sides of the trenches, and if necessary keep the trenches free of water, fill the back, dispose of excess soil, all common materials and other transverse materials and test when finished. Unless otherwise stated, plastic pipes for water service, sewage etc. must be classified into a 1000 PVC type such as pvc pipes and fittings must comply
with SLS 147 or newer BSS. 21. XX1 copper tubes are used to service hot water and copper pipes and their fittings must comply with the latest BSS specifications. Unless otherwise provided separately in the QQ Board, i.e. special water supplies and drainage fittings such as bends, tees, discounters and others are considered to be included in the relevant
items, these items should accordingly be classified to include for such special offers etc., and for any additional work involving the satisfactory completion of these 17 items.The water supply is to press the test tubes after identifying taps and stopping the cocks and fittings before hiding, under the supervision of the engineer or his representative. The
contractor must provide the engineer with manufacturers' certificates of standards, and the quality of the material before starting the business must be installed all water pumps on inertial bases equipped with anti-vibration formulations. Flexible communication sits on connections between pump units and pipe works. Pipes pass through the walls or slabs
these should be wrapped with a layer of material insert. For pipes exceeding 50mm dia. Sleeve tubes should be used for the thickness of the entire slab walls, beams, retained walls through which the pipe passes. All taps, shower appliances, cocks and floor waste covers, used in the installation of plumbing must be chrome plated copper (CP copper) or
stainless steel item unless otherwise stated. The rates of plumbing in the water supply include: (a) cutting, waste from pipes, etc., and combining pipes. b. All special offers such as elbows, bends, tees, intersections, plugs, discounters and similar pipe fittings except valves that will be measured separately. C. Connecting pipes to sanitary equipment and
household appliances. d. Chase to bricks or concrete walls, columns, beams etc. and make good all the disturbed works. e. Necessary nails, nails, sockets, back-contact nuts, standard pipe fixing or support clips, saddles, bows, shelves, f. straps etc. connect different type of pipe. G. Test and disinfect after completion. Preparing, submitting applications and
providing notification to the relevant authorities to obtain service links to the building, including any legal payments to the relevant legal authorities. All cold water pipes with flexible connections should be provided in the operation of the pipes and provided with required pipe support and anchorage according to the manufacturer's specifications. 18.Exchange
unless otherwise stated, the pipe must be in the drainage type 600 PVC. 22. The 22nd exchange rate includes drilling, filling, planks and struts, draining water and disposing of excess spoils. b. Planting pipes to fall and gradient and all common materials and other transverse materials. A. All special pipe offers such as bends, tees, junctions, elbows, etc.
connect to the sides of the openings etc. provide sleeves etc., when the pipes pass through the walls, foundations f. give notices, get permits, pay fees, etc. Installation test as specified in American, British or Sri Lankan specifications and/or standards. 19.Plaster rates for paste must include for all temporary rules, screeds, reasons etc. for drilling outside the
joints of new working bricks, or hacking new concrete for the main and inner corners and sober, joints between different surfaces and between new and old plaster, risers, a quick intersection between curved or irregular surfaces etc., make good about pipes, sanitary fittings and similar fittings. Unless otherwise stated the inner wall plaster should be 5/8 thick
in cement, lime and sand 1:1:5 smooth finish with lime paste. Unless otherwise stated the outer wall plaster should be 5/8 thick in cement, lime and sand 1:1:5 semi-rough finish. Unless otherwise stated the plaster should be 5/8 thick in cement and sand 1:3 smooth finish with neat floating cement. Unless otherwise stated soffit plaster should be 3/8 thick in
cement and sand 1:3 smooth finish with lime paste. Rates for paving must include all temporary bases, screeds, ground etc all regular cutting risers, rounded corners and the like bedding and good making point between different surfaces and around pipes, sanitary fittings and cleaning down when finished including treatment. Unless otherwise stipulated the
cement rendering must be 1/2 thick in cement and sand 1:3 smooth finish with a thick coat of colored pigment mixed with neat floating cement and soft with caperendum stone. Unless otherwise stated the 4-high wrap (100mm high) should be 1/2 thick (12mm thick) in cement and sand 1:3 laid with floor rendering, and finished smoothly with a bed sunk from
the intersection of the wrap with plaster above the corner between the floor and the wrap to be rounded to a radius of one inch. 21.Tiling tiles must comply with the standard Specification sought by European LEN 177. Industrial grade (heavy) ceramic glass floor tiles are homogeneous. 23. Twenty-third tiles manufactured by European standards and colored
as specified by the architect. Tile work rates should include the cost of cement and sand 1:3 screed, pointing joints with neat cement of plaster tiles to match the color of the tiles. Unless otherwise stated any size should be non-slip ceramic floor tiles style of local certified manufacturing, bedding with cement and sand 1:3 1/2 thick sacrial. Unless otherwise
stated any glazed ceramic wall tile should have the size of local certified manufacturing fixed on cement and sand 1:3 support 3/8 thick. Approve the flooring and color tile walls that will be obtained from the appropriate power. All floor tiles must be locally produced and ceramic tiles and must agree in color, dimensions, endurance, finishes, and quality with
samples provided by the consultant. All tiles to be true to form and uniform in size and free of defects. 202 and 5385: Part 3, recommendations C.P.202 and BS 5385 are complied with, subject to any qualifications in this regard. Sub-floors to be cleaned from film cement, mortar spills, paint and other impurities, oil sports to be engraved. The subfloor is to be
well watered with water and wetted everything necessary to do to get a satisfactory bond between concrete, screeds, bedding and finishes. The cleaning subfloor must be engraved with a 1:1 cement/water mixture by applying a broom, before placing the mortar bottom to determine corrected floor levels, and control the final tiling levels with a series of spot
levels. A joint movement must take place in sub-a and screed up in tiling. Generally the tiles must be divided symmetrically over the areas, so that the cut smaller than half the tiles will not occur; Plowing to be put to fall, towards the floor of the ahuas as it appears on the drawings, and/or in coordination with the advisor. in joints to walls, corridors, pits,
passages etc., to be cut, or earth to size. Bedding of tiles must be taken that the tiles are well soaked in clean water and dust-free before planting. Mortar bed of 1 cement part to 3 parts of sand, of thickness as specified in the quantity bill that will be spread by floating in the beds by width of about 700 and allowing to tighten. Acid mortar guide for acid-proof
tiles is to be applied in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 24. The back of the tiles must be buttered with a cement clay coat and tiles placed with 3mm wide straight joints, on a mortar bed. Plaster should be carried at any time after firmly fixed tiles but before any dirt or pollution can enter the joints. Loosen the joints and the sandwith cement:
soft sand (1:1). Do not use more water necessary to avoid the contraction of the joint after working the plaster well in the joint until flush and remove excess plaster. According to the consultant's discretion, colored plaster should be used. Plaster for acid-proof slabs is applied according to the manufacturer's instructions. If depression or protrusion is found at a
surface level exceeding 6mm at any length of 2 meters, then the floor is taken up and repositioned, at the expense of the contractor, to the satisfaction of the consultant. The flooring of the protective tiles is completely covered with sheets of hard planks; 22.The coating rates include setting up surfaces, cleaning down, softening, knotting, stopping etc. and
protecting floors and fittings, removing and replacing door furniture and windows and cleaning doors and windows when finished. Unless otherwise stated the inner wall paint must be one coat of alkaline resistance primer and two coats of emulsion paint of approved and color-made emulsion. Unless otherwise stated the exterior wall paint must be one coat of
alkali resistant primer and two coats of weather-making emulsion paint and approved color. Unless otherwise specified paint for wooden surfaces must be one coat of aluminum primer and two coats of enamel paint of approved and color made. Spray paint must be done in SCA/4/1 of the 14.9 (and). 23.Glazing unless otherwise stated, the thickness of the
glass parts must be at least 4.0mm and the rates for glass include waste in pieces for required sizes, copper pins, screws, teak or 'Halmilla' beads, full fixed and protection. 24.Electrical installation unless otherwise stipulated the interior lighting wiring must comply with the graphics and must be in fully insulated PVC copper cables. All canals must be buried
in brick walls, planks, beams or columns to the full satisfaction of the engineer. All keys and socket ports must be Tenby, M.K., Clipsal or a similar type of sunk unless otherwise stated. All fluorescent fittings must be complete with good quality factor condenser correction capacity Throttle, start etc. and should be a thorn tube, Philips of good quality of similar-
made approved. All 25 fans and organizers. Be national XXV, Hitachi, KDK, or similar approved make to color certified. Rate to include all necessary plastic switch boxes, plugs, round or square blocks. Chrome-plated chains, copper hooks, ceiling roses, holders (regular batten and battens angle) and any other necessary item, must be fully installed in
accordance with CEB/IEE regulations. All other Merlin Gerin flow distribution panels must be a mounting type or a similar type supported. The GEARS must be a MEM switch or a similar OK type. Cabtree ground leak circuit breakers, Fugi or certified making, MCCB and MCB must be a D box or similar certified making. Unless the wires otherwise specified
should be as follows: all lamp points wired through 5 amps. Nick switch using 2x1x1/1.13 PVC insulated copper wire and 1x1x7/0.67 PVC insulated copper ground wire in hidden PVC channels. The ceiling fan points wired through the regulator using 2x1x1/1.13 PVC insulated copper wire and 1x1x7/0.67 PVC copper insulation floor wire in hidden PVC
channels. All flow mounted 5 amp switched wire socket outlets using 2x1x1/1.13 PVC insulated copper wire and 1x1x7/0.67 PVC insulated copper ground wire in hidden PVC channels. Each flow mounted 15Amp. Wired socket adapter port using 2x1x7/0.67 PVC insulated copper wire and 1x1x7/0.67 PVC copper insulation ground wire in hidden PVC
channels. General specifications - electrical installations 1.0 years (a). Work must be done in accordance with the regulations of electrical equipment in buildings issued by the Specifications of I.E. London ICTAD and any other relevant regulations C.E.B. (b). All materials and equipment used must conform to the relevant current B.S. specifications, Sri Lanka
standard specifications or any other internationally recognized specifications must be no less solid. (c) The said rate of one wire must provide for the supply and installation of all materials for the full wire of that point from the distribution board onwards, except for the cost of supplying and installing the distribution panel, lamps and shades but will include all
other materials in the sub-circuit wiring. 1.1 wire points 1.1 1 point necklace will include: - (a). Rope grip suspension lamp holder (b). Flexible 2 core rope up to 1.5m in length. (c). The ceiling rose on a square or round, teak or halmilla base. (d) Associated covers and covers except for covers as specified in section 1.2.5. 26-26-26 (e). A single pole acrobat
switch (5a) on a round or box, teak or Halmilla base or key type flow single pole on teak or Halmilla base. (and). 1.1.2 Patten points will include: - (a). Straight or angle batten holder on a square or round, teak or halmilla base. (b). One acrobatic column switch on a box or round teak or halmilla base or a single column Type the switch on the base of teak or
Halmilla. (c) Associated covers and covers, except for covers as specified in section 1.2.5. (d). The wires are full of this point. 1.1.3 Socket socket should be made up of: (a). a three-party 5A socket socket (locked type) / three pin 5A socket (unlocked type), on the base of teak or Halmilla. (b) Associated covers and covers except for covers as specified in
section 1.2.5. (c). Ground continuity connector. (d). The wires are full of this point. 1.1.4 The fan point consists of: (a) (b) a base of 200 mm × 150 mm of teak or hallimilla that is installed on the regulator. (c) Ground continuity connector for grounding from the regulator, if necessary. (d) Associated covers and covers, except for covers specified in section 1.2.5.
(e). The wires are full of this point. 1-1-5 Bow holder (b) consists of a fan under the light point: (a). (c). One key pole on a box or round teak or halmilla base. (d) Associated covers and covers except for covers as specified in section 1.2.5. (e). The wires are full of this point. N.B. 1. The fan is under the light where the fan is required under the common point
light as 3 rose ceiling panel can be used for fan point and under light. The point will be pushed under the fan light as an additional point. 2. 5A switch in two directions when 5A is required to switch in two directions and will be treated as two separate points. 27. XXVII 1.2 Installation Method: 1.2.1 Cables: (a) All cables to be encrypted/red and black for stage
and neutral respectively. (i). All works on the walls to be surrounded in casings and covers where acrobatic keys are used. Or (ii). All works on walls that are placed in a PVC channel at least 18mm diameter hidden in wall plaster. (b) All runs above the ceilings to be cut, spaced shots no more than 200mm on horizontal runs and 350mm on vertical runs. (c) If
there are wires to be operated on iron support, the wood panels use the appropriate size. These bats must be locked to iron by metal clips, spaced no more than 600mm. These battens should be pushed as additives and should be quoted from tender for supply and installation of various sizes. 1.2.2 Basins and covers (a) basins that must be mounted on the
wall, secured with iron screws on the tail sockets of the dove that are mounted on the wall, or by another approved method. (b) Covers to be mounted on basins with suitable bolts spaced no more than 200mm on either side. (c) This is to be a sand paper. The following accessories fixtures must be on teak or Halmill rules, secured to brass wall screws driven
into 4D dove tail cement to wall main switch valves, distribution boards, switches, socket outlets, wall racket supplies, rose ceiling, must be installed on bat holders or teak base or Halmilla secured to batten ceiling with copper screws. 1.2.4 horizontal runs of cables, tubes or otherwise when exposed to exposure Ceiling or in the absence of a ceiling, must be
attached to covers and covers. These covers and covers will be paid as extras at the acceptable price in the bid. 1.2.5 Suspension-type fluorescent fittings are attached to the ceiling panel that is firmly fixed to the ceiling or upper beams. Suspension must be made by galvanized iron chains of the right size. 1-2-6 When the wires have to pass through the
walls, PVC channels are used. These channels should be of a suitable size to carry the number of wires used and should be securely fixed on the wall before being drawn through the wire. Caution should be exercised to prevent wiring damage at the s end of the pipe. 28. 28 1.3 wiring 1.3 all wires to be done in strict adherence with wiring regulations for the
buildings of the Electrical Engineers Foundation (London) latest edition and in accordance with the requirements of the Ceylon Electricity Board. 1-3-2 the wires start in the main valve. The loop should be used in the wire system and no joints in cable runs will be allowed. 1.3.3 All cables to be red and black coloring for the stage and neutral respectively. 1.4
Grounding 1.4.1 ground pin of all plugs to be connected to the ground continuity connector. All joints on this connector to be welding. The connector is to eventually end up outside the building to connect to the earth pole. The size of the ground continuity connector shall be in accordance with the regulations of I.E. for electrical installations in buildings (latest
edition) - minimum size as in item 1.7 of the specifications of the materials. 1.4.2 If necessary, fan point wires provide a fan regulator connecting to the ground continuity connector. 1.4.3 The continuity of the earth must be securely fixed by means of a ground section suitable for the electrification of one or more ground as appropriate. The pole must be
placed outside the building in a suitable location. 1.4.4 When the Earth's continuity connector is managed in the atmosphere, it is secured on the cover by small base materials. L Runs above the ceiling, it must be guaranteed to timber the roof with copper food. The length of the earth's continuum connector buried in the ground is drawn through a G.I. tube of
at least 50 mm suitable size. 1.4.5 Running to the pole, below the ceiling level, is in a canal or attached to the casing and covers. Part I - Chapter 13 of the Regulations I.E. Basic requirements for the safety of the workmanship, 13-1 good workmanship materials and appropriate materials should be used. 13.2 All equipment must be established, proven and
protected, and serviceable, inspected and tested, in order to prevent danger as far as practicable. 13.3 All equipment is suitable for maximum power required by the current using the equipment when operating in the intended manner. 13.4 All electrical conductors must be from Size and current ability to carry for the purposes you aim. 13.5 All conductors
must either-29. (i) Be isolated in this way and, if necessary, have more effective protection, or (ii) be in position and protect them to prevent danger, as far as practicable. 13.6 Each electrical joint and connection must be of proper construction with regard to conduction, insulation, mechanical strength and protection. More than current 13-7 protective devices
where necessary to prevent danger, each installation and each circuit of it must be protected against overcurrent by devices that - (i) will automatically operate in current values that are suitable for current safe classifications of the circuit, and (2) are of sufficient break ability and when needed to make the capacity and (3) a suitable location is located and built
to prevent the risk of overheating, or the dispersion of hot particles when they enter into operation and allow ready-made recovery for supplies without risk. Precautions against ground leakage and currents that cause ground crack 13-8 where metal work of electrical equipment, other than conductors that carry the current, can be carried electrically in a way
that causes danger if the insulation of the conductors must become faulty or if there is an error in any device. (i) Metal work on the ground must be in such a way that electricity is discharged without danger or (ii) other precautions are taken equally effectively to prevent danger. 13.9 Each circle is arranged to prevent the continuation of dangerous earth leak
currents. 13.10 When metal work on the ground is on the ground in accordance with article 13.8 (i) the relevant circles are protected against the continuation of dangerous currents of ground error through - (i) excessive current protection devices required by article 13.7 or (2) an equally active or current device. 1. The method described in item (2) above is
used when the potential earth error current is insufficient to cause the immediate operation of the protective devices currently in use. 13.11 Where necessary to prevent danger, where the metal pieces of electrical equipment are placed on the ground to comply with Article 13.8 (i) and can be accessed simultaneously with large exposed metal parts from other
services, the latter parts are effectively connected to the main grounding station for installation. The position of the protective devices and the keys of 13-12 any fuse, or circuit breaker shall be inserted into the circuit breaker associated in the ground neutral connector, and any circuit breakers associated with their inclusion in 30. XXX ground neutral connector
must be arranged to also break all relevant stage connectors. 13.13 Each single pole key is inserted into the stage connector only, and any connected key in the ground neutral connector has a linked key and must be arranged to also break all Stage conductors. Insulation and transformation 13-14 effective means, properly developed for ready operation
must be provided so that every voltage of each installation of each circuit can be cut from it, and from all equipment, as it may be necessary to prevent or remove the danger. 13.15 Each electric motor must provide an effective means of cutting off communication that must be easily accessible, easily operated and placed so as to prevent danger. 13.16 Each
piece of equipment that requires operation or care must be installed by a person in normal use so that adequate and safe means of access and workspace are provided for such operation or attention. Precautions in adverse conditions 13-17 All equipment that is likely to be exposed to weather, and the corrosive atmosphere or other adverse conditions must
be built or protected, as necessary to prevent the risk of such exposure. 13.18 All equipment in surrounding areas at risk of fire or explosion must be built or protected as such, and other special precautions must be taken, as appropriate to prevent danger. 13.19 Any additions or modifications, temporary or permanent, to an existing facility are not added or
added to a facility, unless it is ascertained that the estimates and status of any existing equipment (including supply equipment) that will have to carry any sufficient additional load for changing circumstances and that grounding arrangements are also appropriate. 13.20 When the installation, extension or change of facility is completed, appropriate tests and
inspections are carried out to verify that the requirements of clauses 13.1 to 13.19 have been reasonably met in practice. 13-21 standard mounting electrical wire heights accessories (height of Fin. FLF) 2400mm lamp pendant 2250mm wall arch lamp 2400mm panel exit plate 1500mm switch board 1500mm fan organizer 2000mm distribution of MCB plate
300mm - socket area port 31. List of 31 approved electrical fittings item number relevant standard brand names recommended 01 sinked keys, 10A B.S. 3676 Clipsal, Legrand, M.K. 02 13A converted socket ports, plugs &amp; adopters. B.S. 1363 Clipsal, Legrand, M.K. 03 5A and 15A Switch socket ports B.S. 546 Clipsal, Legrand, M.K. 04 R.C.C.B.R.C.D.
B.S.4293, IEC1008 BS EN 61008 F &amp; G (Austria) Siemens (Germany) Klepsal (Australia) Crab (U.K.) Mir Lynn Guern (France) Legan (France) 05 M.C.B. IEC 898 or BS EN60898 or IEC 947-2 or B.S.3871: Part 1 F &amp; G (Austria) Siemens (Germany) Klepsal (Australia) Crabtree (United Kingdom) Merlin Guern (France) Legan (France) 06 Consumer
Unit B.S 548 Part 1 and Part 1. 13 L.E.C.439-1 or BS EN 60439-3 IEC 695-2-1 ABB (Germany) ABC (Singapore) Crabtree (UK) Hager (France) Legran (France) 07 M.S.B.Ii.IC 947 - 2:1989 BS EN60947 - 2:1992 Legrand (France) Mirren Giransaki France Klokner Moeller (Germany) Crabtree (United Kingdom) 08 Cu/PVC/SWA/PVC Cables
Cu/PVC/PVC/CABLES B.S. 6346 B.S. 6004:1995 &amp; SLS 733:1995 AFC Champions League (Sri Lanka) Wilson (Singapore) Kilani (Sri Lanka) 09 Cu/XLPE/SWA/PVC cables CU/XLPE/PVC Cables B.S. 5467 B.S. 5467 ACL (Sri Lanka) Wilson (Singapore) Kelani (Sri Lanka) No. Item related to standard specification 32 brand names recommended. 32
10 fluorescent ballast with screw type stations I.E.C. 920, 921 &amp; 922 BSEN 60928 Schwabe (German) ATCO (Australia) B.G. (UK) 11 Fluorescent lamps color: Cool White (4000 K) I.E.C.81 B.S. 1853 Osram (Germany) Tingram (Hungary) Phillips (Netherlands) GE (US) Sylvania (US) Westinghouse (US) 12 Lighting Fixtures EN 60598 BS 453 3 Thorn
UK) Philips (Netherlands) 13 steel containers (epoxy powder coated finish) I.E.C.529 for BSEN 6052 protection score 9 Elstil (Sri Lanka) Legrand (France) Himmel (Spain) Incltek (India) Metallic (Sri Lanka) 14 Exhaust Fans BS 5060 I.E.C.879:1987) KDK (Japan) Alstom (UK) National (Japan) 15 PVC channels BS 4607 and BS 6099 National, Anton, Douro,
S-lon 16 G.I. Channels BS 4568 Part 1 Matsushita, Maruichi, Busan or any u.S.-accredited brands. List of cable brands in Sri Lanka with SLS ACL certification, KML, KELANI, ALUCOP, RUHUNU 25.Air conditioning unless otherwise specified air conditioning work must comply with the following design standards and conditions. (a) The internal temperature
should be maintained at 250C + 1.50C. (b) Relative internal humidity should be maintained at 55 per cent + 15 per cent. (c) External conditions that should be taken as a dry bulb temperature - 330C wet lamp temperature - 290C i.e. relative humidity - 75% (d) the noise level should be no more than 35db (e) should provide at least 1.3 l/S/m2 of fresh air. (w)
Air speed should be maintained at between 0.3 m/h and 1.5 metres above ground level. The co2 content should be less than 0.1 per cent. (h) The contractor should provide a guarantee to the customer that he will maintain the above design conditions within the air-conditioned areas. (i) The attached plans show which areas should be adapted. The contractor
should indicate, in an additional item, the terms and cost of the annual maintenance contract. 33. The contractor should submit technical writings with the quotation. (l) The local agent should ensure that spare parts are provided for all equipment supplied for a period of at least 5 years. Performance tests should be conducted to ensure that the specific design
conditions are maintained at the time of assignment. 26.Waterproofing (a). The contractor that leaks into the water (or subcontractor) should be a specialized contractor registered at the International ICT Centre in the area concerned. (b) The contractor should issue a written guarantee of at least 5 years to cover the quality of the material and the validity of the
material for the case and the workmanship. (c) The insulation material must be compliant with relevant British, European or ASTM specifications. (d) There can be nothing. Must include cutting, pagan, bending and additional material to make in the break, insert, pipe and the like, working to fall and cross. (i). Internal and outer corners, sliced corners,
originated, edges, intersection and the like. (2). Clean with wire brush when necessary to prim all joints including necessary additional materials. (iii) Application of liquid cement water liquid water audits for polymers for the following. Flat roofs, concrete/construction cabinets, damp areas of toilets including bathrooms, exposed balconies and concrete gutters.
Flex Smart or Thoroseal or any other certified similar product is marketed by a specialized contractor registered in ICTAD. (iv) Application of cement-type factors with positive and negative properties (rear flow resistance) to newly dumped products under ground cause, pool basement floors, Osmoseal, Xypesx, Vandex or any other certified similar product
marketed/installed by a registered SPECIALIST CONTRACTOR in the INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION System. (iv) Application of membrane type factors and insulation of the same membrane less water-type auditing on large flat ceilings, gutters, and basements. The material thickness is at least 3mm and complies with bs/ASTM/JIS/AU standards.
28 Steel Grill Work (a). Steel grill work rates include shop manufacturing business including cutting, drilling, bolting, welding, grinding, marking, delivery, UN loading, setting and fixing in position. (b) The price includes two coats of oil paint that died after treatment with an anti-corrosion coat for all exposed barbecue faces. 34.34.34.c. There can be no 10,100
bolt holes for machine drilling. (d) Steel is usually welded to the metal area process corresponding to B.S. 5135. Other methods are subject to the approval of the authorities. (e). Unless otherwise specified, all steels are grade 43A (and). Structural steel must conform to BS 4360. (29) Steel handrail work (a). Steel railing work rates include shop manufacturing
business including cutting, drilling, bolting, welding, grinding, marking, delivery, UN loading, setting and fixing in position. (b) The price includes two coats of oil paint that died after treatment with an anti-corrosion coat for all exposed barbecue faces. (c). All bolt holes to be drilled machine. (d) Steel is usually welded to the metal area process corresponding to
B.S. 5135. Other methods are subject to the approval of the authorities. (e). Unless otherwise specified, all steels are grade 43A (and). Structural steel must conform to BS 4360. 30 RollerShutter door (a) slides: bonded color/zinc-coated slices for 0.7mm thickness and 0.8mm respectively to 75mm (3) width and 100mm (4) (b) flat and curved special feature.
Specially imported steel rubber on side channels to reduce the rough flow of shutter colors, choose 10 colors. Specifications consist of two parts. General specifications and certain specifications together form The business control specifications described in B.O.Q. and B.S.R. have been quoted in several national and international standards. All materials
and components are worked around where it applies unless otherwise stated in the relevant US compliance specifications, British or Sri Lankan 35. Standards 30, current on the specified date of receipt of bids along with additional items or modifications set out in the specifications. The order or precedence of the criteria is as follows: 1- Sri Lanka Standards 2.
British Standards 3. Bidders may submit U.S. standards materials in accordance with these standards or other specifications that provide for quality and workmanship not below the standards mentioned along with additional or modified clauses set out in these specifications. These standards or specifications are provided in full at the time of bidding. Certified
English translation is provided if the specifications are in another language. When certain criteria, specifications or regulations are referred to in these documents, the reference is interpreted as meaning standards with all subsequently adopted and published amendments and changes or additions, which are valid on the date specified for the receipt of
bidders. The refore, the need for a comprehensive approach to the issue of the right to work is a matter of concern. General specifications are those contained in the following documents issued by the Institute for Construction Training and Development (ICTAD). The bidders are expected to be familiar with these documents, as the documents mentioned will
not be issued to bidders under this tender, but bidders may purchase documents from THE ISAs, Savsiripaya and Yimira Matha, Colombo 7. Publication Number SCA/4 (Vol.i) Specifications for Vol construction works. I SCA/4 (Vol. II) Specifications for construction work Vol. II SCA/8 specifications for electrical and mechanical works associated with
construction specifications and civil engineering SCA/3/1 for irrigation and land drainage SCA/3/2 for water supply, sanitation and rainwater discharge specifications. Standard specifications for the construction and maintenance of roads and bridges issued by RDA. Special specifications 1 36. Special specifications for Concreting 2. Special specifications for
aluminum works 3. Special specifications for electrical installation 4. Special specifications for air conditioning system 5. Special specifications for water audit 1. Special specifications for concrete standards for the rejection of hardened concrete concrete will be responsible for the rejection if any of the Defects occur, a. Concrete is heavily porous, separate or
honey. B. The joint has been built in place or in a manner that does not conform to these specifications. A. Construction disparities have not been met. D. Reinforced steel has been displaced from its correct position. E. The elements embedded in the concrete have been removed from their correct position. The required surface finish has not been achieved.
G. Failed test results and/or load test. Concrete treatment (see item 4.3.5) recommended methods for treating a. ponds or still spraying with water. b. The use of absorptive cover kept continuously wet c. Use processing compounds that must be approved by the engineer. D. Use an impermeable paper membrane on a very stable wet surface and slap that
blood circulation can occur at a concrete surface frequency from sample test samples 1. In the test you should take (3) samples of the sample and heal. 2. Record the full sampling date and test all samples. Concrete acceptance criteria are considered concrete to comply with strength requirements if the characteristic strength of the concrete meets the
following, grade 28 days characteristic 28 days pressure strength (N/m2) description strength (N/m2) average any individual group of three (3) consecutive test result 37. 37I 25 25 test results greater than 32.5 greater than 21.5 concrete samples and 1 test. Cement 2. Total fine 3. Total course 4. Sampling retreat 1. A sample of booster rods means three
samples of booster rods representing each diameter, per 10 metric tons. 2. Sample for concrete means seven digits of concrete cubes (150mmx150mmx150mm) obtained at the concrete laying site. Fine Collection A. Marine Marine Sands - Marketed by SLRDC i. Sea sand is allowed to pass a sieve 5 mm ii. The source of marine sand originates from a
kicking depot for development (Lori No. 1000). They allow a copy to be attached) (iii) the grade limit based on a sieve analysis of sand, the border is as follows reference item 4.1.3.5 - Table 4.2 Size Sieve Boundaries College Boundaries Grading Zone-C-Zone-M-F-100-- - 5.0 89-100 - - 2.36mm 60-100 60-100 65-100 80-100 1 180-30-30-90 45-100 70-100
600μm 15-100 15-54 25-80 55-100 300μm 5-70 5-70 5-40 5-40 150 150μm 0-15-15-4. The amount of material that passes 75 micrometers sieve should not be 4% of weight. The total cycle indicates table 4.1 / condition 4.1.3.5 0f ICTAD SCA/4/1 for gradation. 2. Special specification for aluminum works sample notes for aluminum doors, windows and
Fanlights (c). The aluminum alloy used must be in conformity with bs 1474:1987 - AA 6063 surface processing must be compatible with BS 1615 and BS 3987. (d). Physical characteristics: 1. Minimum tensile strength 150 Mpa. 2. Attack 7 per cent. 38- 38th (e) - 38-38 Anodic oxidation must be coating identical to BS 1615:1987 and BS 3987:1974 minimum
paint It must be 20+ 25 microns. The supplier must submit a manufacturer's certificate that corresponds to the termination of the anod with the specified micron content. (f). Minimum section thickness of 1.8mm door frame, 1.5mm frame frame and 1.00mm section. (g). The joints make sound mechanically by welding or through hidden mechanical
connections. The shared water must be narrow at the intersections and side of the members of the tires and the water will not be trapped anywhere in or around the tires. (h). All iron forgery must be of the same substance and perform its function satisfactorily, which was intended, and must be attached safely. (i). Caulking composite must be the best quality
available for dub between the connecting surfaces of the chassis and aluminum windows conforming to the specifications to stick, temperature resistance of 50F - 160F and humidity changes of 5% - 100%. (j). The nails used in the construction of tires of high tensile stainless steel or non-corrosive material must be compatible with aluminum. (k) The stripping
of neoprene must be of the highest commercial standards for normal heat resistance, water and abrasions. (l). The frames must be fixed to open the structure with the appropriate installation devices. If there are any differences between the approved graphics and site conditions, the engineer will be notified. (m) Materials and dimensions should be confirmed
before any manufacture and installation. (n). A 10-year warranty period is required and is transferred to the client after the completion of the operation. (x) At the same time as bidding, all bidders are required to provide specifically the following information. i specification and thickness of aluminum extrusion the presenter proposes to be used in the work. (2)
The two full-size intersecting sections iii documentary evidence from the manufacturer of the characterization that the proposed file will serve the intended purpose. IV certification test manufacturer to produce as proof that the paint powder is of the required thickness. 3. Special specifications for electrical installation 1.0 All materials and equipment used must
comply with the current B.S. relevant specifications, Sri Lanka standard specifications or any other internationally recognized specifications no less hard. 39. 3XIX 1.1 cable cable cable subcircuit must be copper 1/1.13 section in plastic cables according to B.S.S.6004/1969 and modifications to it. 1.2 Ceiling roses must be from the shock guide, bakelite
covered two types of plate or three type plate with efficient rope grip. 1.3 The lamp holder suspension type should be from the bayonet socket style of the shock guide bakelite having an effective hard piston rope grip, copper enhances the barrel lining the ring shade and all metal parts to be brass. Batten lamp holder type of bayonet socket style must be from
a solid guide bakelite guide straight type or customized angle, having copper solid divers enhance the lining barrel, shadow ring and all metal of brass. 1.4A single pole keys, one way of type-type covered shock guide bakelite, screws, contacts and springs must be made of brass, base to be of porcelain or ceramic. 1.4B the keys must be a single type sunk
pole, one way of shock guide cover-type, screws, contacts and springs to be made of brass, base and lid to be made of bakelite with powder molding area and certified quality. 1.5 Flexible rope 16/0.0.20 to be a copper twin PVC insulated and overheated PVC. 1.6 Wire clips must be canned copper or aluminum with sunk counter holes short, medium, large
or small according to requirements. These must be fixed by gimppins of brass. 1.7 Ground conductors and continuity connectors must be insulated from PVC copper and be of a related transverse area as given in the latest I.E. 1.8 wooden blocks of teak, halmilla circular, square or rectangular according to the requirements and smooth finish. 1.9 Wooden
battens of teak or Halmilla must be of a rectangular cross section of 50mm × 12mm. 1.10 screws all screws used in determining casting blocks, covers, witches etc. must be copper except otherwise stated. 1.11 This section applies to all valve carriers and bases used in distribution boards and key keys provided under the contract. (a). The glass porcelain
base with holes to enter the cable should be at the top and bottom and two screws. The basic connections must be in copper. (b) The valve supplicator must be glass porcelain. (c). The valve wire must be canned copper. 2.0 Troughings and covers must be of seasoned teak, Halmilla or approved first-class timber must be of smooth good workmanship to
finish with 40 covers. XL having suitable templates. All basins and lids that are exposed (including sand paper) must be thoroughly finished. 3.0 Cable tubes must be of a specified size and be in PVC according to B.S.S. 6004/1969 with copper connectors. 4.0 Main key (1) type traitor: two poles (5 amp and 10 amp.) all main insulated key suitable for 230V
A.C. two wire 50Hz. system. (2) All isolated type of insulated and double-pole must be one method. The switch must be all metal parts in brass, and it must be an arrangement to prevent the cover being opened when the switch is in position on. (3) The s.P. metal must be a neutral or triangular electrode with valves in three stages, provided with a removable
link on neutral. Switch to be provided with a tangled device to prevent the opening of the cover when the switch is in the ON position. All current metal parts bearing in brass and switch must be provided with entry slots and insulating bushes. Socket ports 5.0 of standard 3 pins, a buckle resistance ceramic ceramic ceramic scintor or a free plastic base and
equipped with a shutter mechanism operated by the ground pin on the insertion and pull plugs. Metal pieces to be in copper. This provision complies with B.S.S. 546/1979 and the latest amendments to it. 6.0 Ground pipes must be of heavy quality galvanized iron pipes 50mm in diameter and 2000mm long with one brass bolt welded to the pipe at the top with
two copper hexagonal nuts and washers. The pipes must be symmetrically orchestrated at the bottom end. 7.0 Fan hooks must be of light 18mm-sized steel bars. 8.0 G.I. tubes for fan beam must be 50mm galvanized 9.0 plastic shadow lamp 250mm shallow type. 10.0 Ground leak flights (currently operational) must be from a shock bakelite guide covering
all insulated type two pole or 4 pole according to the requirements of having switch and handling on and off. The crusher must be designed to work with the current leak not exceeding 30MA through a complete flight coil with test key. These earth leak circuit cutters very close to the machine must be installed to be protected on a wooden block of suitable
size. 11.0 The SP &amp; N or TP &amp; N distribution panel is as specified in the design. The MCB Board of Directors must comply with Part BS 5486 Part III. Each distribution must be provided with multiple terminal floor ings. 12.0 Appropriate fluorescent lamp whether batten or suspension type should consist of current choking which limits which helps to
start the start of a thermal type or glow having an capacitor suppressing wireless interference and a 41 power factor. XLI condenser correction. Each installation must be complete with metal/Perspex perspex minerals. Dual-pin lamps fluorescent tube covers and dual pin lamp holders are all fully wired internally. The installation must be suitable for use on 230
volts. One stage, 50 Hz, A.C. width. The suspension of the installation of rigid tubes or a brass chain must be fixed on taut hooks in the raol or plugs buried in the ceiling or any other approved method. The installation of the Patten type must be fixed directly on the support by the air of or rawl components or any other supported method. 13.0 The roof fan
must be fitted to be of three type blade with insulator, shackle and appropriate length of the bottom rod and canopy with the engine for use at 230 volts 50 Hz. One stage A.C. display. The engine of the induction pole must be completely closed or condensed type fitted with grease-packed ball bearings and the fan must have a finished white enamel. It also
requires allocations to voters where necessary. The terminal block in the fan as well as the condenser should be protected by removable covers. 14.0 Fan regulator must be chain-type choking or resistance and have at least 5 speeds and stop position. The regulator unless completely isolated must be earthy. 15.0 MCCB: 400V, 3 stage, 3 columns and
neutral, 50 Hz. B.S. 3871 Part II 1966. The case of molded insulation materials, possessing high thermal stability and good mechanical strength to withstand raw use without any break from permanent distortion must be having a front operating handle with a free flight feature for on and off manual feature. It Includes: (1) late thermal or magnetic version that
is adjustable between 60% to 100% of the maximum continuous breakage classification. (2) Absolutely instantaneous electromagnetic current which must be adjustable between 3 to 5 times to the current maximum rating of the crusher. Making and breaking capacity in KA and performance class according to BS 4752 Part I 1977. 16.0 MCB: 400V/230V,
50Hz. According to BS 3871 Part I 1965; the case must be of a sealed type made of a insulating material with high thermal stability and good mechanical strength to withstand rough use without any break in permanent distortion. MCB should possess a mechanical life span and the life span of the component in the current rating of at least 20,000 processes
or 40,000 movements. A single pole or triangular pole type with a separate detachable separate link must have a rule to accommodate incoming and outgoing aluminum or copper service wires up to 16mm2 amp. And 20mm2 l amp. 4. Special specification specs for air conditioning technical specifications for S split type 42 air conditioners. XLII (A) of 12000
BTU/Hr upto 24000 BTU/Hr. I internal unit (a) fan be multi-speed (b) engine-carrying fan - loaded with oil permanently type (c) air filter type washable (D) operational control must be wired type II remote control outside the door unit (a) the casing and condenser of the weather resistant to weather suitable for the tropical climate must be. (b) Fans must be
suitable for outdoor use (c) the fan engine must be permanently carrying lubricated ball bearings. (d) Support in the event that the casing is not exposed to accumulated rainwater, as well as the existence of adequate room and safety requirements for service. (e) The compressor is scrolltype. III Protection devices / alarm (a) compressor - protection of excess
internal heat anti-cycling filter filter filter notice (b) engine fan - internal heat. Iv plants must be suitable for one stage × 230 volts × 50 Hz. V-line capacitors (25 mm thick) are isolated in the interior. Technical indexes are provided. (b) For the plant above 24,000 BTU/h. The following additions to the changes apply. Protection devices (additional) (a) high
pressure key (b) low pressure key (c) anti-phase protection station are suitable for power supply 400V Phase 3, 50Hz. (c) The quality standards factor displayed must have iso 9001 quality certification and a copy of the certificate must be attached to the display. 5. Special specifications for water general audit: (a) warranty (1) insulation, waterproofing and
tanks must be applied according to 43. 43 With the manufacturer's instructions for materials and components, complete systems must be installed in the business by an experienced specialized crew. Despite the maintenance requirements of the works, the contractor must justify the owner with a good reputation guarantee The insurance company that the
roof and tanks must keep waterproof, steam guide and moisture-proof with regard to workmanship and materials for at least 10 years calculated from the time the business is adopted as largely accomplished. The refore, the need for a more integrated and integrated and integrated and integrated global financial and technical environment is needed to ensure
that the global financial and financial sectors are able to meet the challenges of the global financial and financial environment. This guarantee may in no way compensate the contractor for improper performance of the waterproofing system. (iv) All structural components that retain or exclude water or any other liquid should be applied with approved
waterproofing materials. (v) Surface slab should be externally water-blocked and isolated by a consultant-certified agent. (b) Structure (i) It is the contractor's responsibility to ensure that the dish specialist takes note of the type of structure and the nature and location of the waterproofing that will be applied, including any introstoding joints, when designing its
waterproofing system. (ii) The placement of the waterproofing system on a concrete surface is an indication of the acceptance of that surface, both in terms of surface quality, birth spacing, movement joint arrangement, and in terms of construction joints by the contractor and specialist aspiration. (c) Application (i) where appropriate, aprons and other sections
for roof/tank penetrations, rims, side rolls, bends and corners are integrated, corrected, finished and stacked. (ii) The waterproofing system wears all pipes and other penetrations to a height of at least 250 above the top of the concrete slab. (iii) Sharp corners should be filled with screed or other water strips and water leaks should be placed with generous
over-lap according to the manufacturer's instructions. When water leakage is applied to exposed areas, the consultant must approve the colours. (v) When finishes such as concrete paving, tiles, etc., are determined to be placed on waterproofing membranes placed on concrete floors, the floor should be tested for water tightness before placing these
tiles/paving etc. Samps, tanks, etc. should be tested after the application of waterproofing systems. The cost of conducting these tests including 44. Contractor 4444544444444 is responsible for blocking any outlets etc. The committee's work is based on the fact that the united nations is the only country in the world that has been able to achieve the same



status as the United Nations. (d) Joints with walls, columns, pipes etc. (i) joints with a sycamore structure are performed with the materials specified in the relevant item of other transactions, such as weather blockers etc., as generally shown otherwise in typical details on the graphics. (ii) Special joints, which do not appear in graphics or in certain sections
there requiring special attention, are considered included in the contractor It is implemented in a factor such as the second method of approval with the consultant's satisfaction. The waterproofing system to roofboards and floor areas of the device (a) leveling Screed (1) before laying surface concrete leveling must be cleaned by removing loose materials to
the full satisfaction of the consultant. Concrete contaminated with oil or grease should be excavated and repackaged. (ii) Cover a concrete slab with cement/water slurry before leveling. (3) 1:3 cement: Sand leveling must be mechanically mixed bath and put with a minimum thickness of 25mm, falling to achieve at least 1:200 or as shown in the graphics.
Screed should be placed with up slopes and inner and outer corners to have cover strips with a radius of at least 70mm. Screed must be finished with a wooden float. (iv) The cry is covered with wet saw dust, sand or an equal method, and remains moist for 5 days, or as ordered by the consultant. Skard must be protected from rain. The waterproofing
membrane may not be applied until the surface is completely dried. (b) WP1 (i) The following specifications are for the waterproofing system built for the non-metallic roofing complex of the Petumini Varni construction intended for this project. The contractor may provide reputable alternative construction with the relevant specification and method statement to
the adviser; in any case, such construction sought to comply with the insurance requirements specified under the guarantee clause (see section 3.1.1). (2) Waterproofing membrane U.V. Polypropylene Tinnitus Resistance (APP) must be modified bitumen polyester paper with an approximate weight of 4.0 kg/m2 and its thickness of 4.0mm suitable for
Torched - on application on the substrate after application of certified primer. 45. XLV is a work interruption that must be finished from the edges of the sheets in such a way that rainwater and dust cannot penetrate beneath them. (c) Insulation (i) on top of the waterproof membrane, polyurethane or tossing 50mm thick polystyrene plates with thermal
conductivity of 0.027 W/m0C @250C (approximately). The method should comply with the following standards ASTM D-1622, ASTM C-518, ASTM C-272 and ASTM D-696. (iii) The opponent's edge panels must be all round to place tangled. In sizes of 600 × 1200mm and placed tightly in stretcher bonds. (iv) The pressure force in insulation panels must not
be less than 40 kPa in accordance with astm C-165 B procedures. (v) Insulation panels must be protected against rain and humidity. (d) The concrete covering Screed (i) is placed 60 mm thick, of 25 degree concrete covering the cry on 1000 polythene paper as shown in the drawing. 50 × 50mm (3mm dia.) steel galvanized wire mesh inserted into the screed
concrete layer. 10mm thick expansion joints should be provided in screaming coverto reduce concrete The size of the painting is approximately to 4.0 square meters. The enlargement of joints should coincide with the joints of the tile layer (if any) above and later fill edited by a certified joint sealant (DOWCORNING 790 silicone SEALANT construction).
Instead, a floating slab of reinforced concrete is created instead of concrete if there is the possibility of installing mechanical plants or equipment. The waterproofing system to the basement slab (a) concrete screed (i) concrete concrete must be mechanically mixed batch and placed on a well-compressed formation and supported by a subbase or otherwise
under the guidance of the consultant. The concrete 15 row must be placed to produce concrete of 75mm thick. (ii) The cries are covered with wet saw dust, sand or an equal method, and remain moist for at least 5 days, or as instructed by the chancellor. (iii) Before placing the waterproofing membrane, the surface of the concrete must be cleaned, cleaned
and dried. (b) Waterproofing membrane (WP2) (i) The surface of the prepared concrete must be water resistant by the app bitumen polyester sheet with approximate weight of 4.0 kg/m2 and a thickness of 4.0 mm suitable for the application of the torch on the sub-surface after the application of the approved primer. Primer.
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